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Caution

Lecture changes too many subjects:

1. Don’t take notes, you will lose track.

2. Don’t give up if you miss some parts.

3. Ask questions when they arise.

4. Stop me if I am too fast.

5. We will minimise the use of technical terms, when used, 

we will take their literal meaning.

6. The slides guides to the talk, you need not read them. 

[They are here just to convince you that I am not rambling 

but there is a logical sequencing in my talk]

7. The lecture is at http://www.tifr.res.in/~vahia/lectures.html
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Lecture in book format
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“We live in a society … dependent on science and technology, 

in which hardly anyone knows anything about science and 

technology.” -- Carl Sagan

…and that is a very bad idea – since it has a 

very important role  in our life.

AND YET, AT ITS CORE SCIENCE ARE TECHNOLOGY

ARE NOT THAT DIFFICULT TO KEEP TRACK OF.

THE EMPHASIS OF THIS TALK IS TO SHOW THAT SCIENCE

HAS PROFOUND IMPACT ON OUR LIFE AND HENCE IT IS

IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND IT.
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Purpose of humans
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Life was designed to eat, not be eaten and to 

reproduce. From this the present human species 

has come a long way.

This is the story of how science contributed to 

taking humans from being  “Saber Toothed Tiger 

Food” to the most prolific species and the most 

advanced organized life-form on earth and also 

the one that threatens the existence of all.
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Intellectually modern humans are no 

different from their hunter gatherer 

predecessors of 100,000 years ago.

The difference we see today has been 

brought about by organization and 

invention, that is, utilization of intellect 

Important landmarks in human evolution: 
First excursions into science and technology

• Homo Sapiens (Archaic Humans) ~1,000,000 years ago

(Dainosaurs died out 250,000,000 years ago and the Earth is   

about 4,500,000,000 years old)

• Flaked tools by humans ~500,000 years ago 

• ANATOMICALLY MODERN HOMO SAPIENS ~200,000 YEARS AGO

(behavioral modernity 50,000 years ago). 

• Oldest jewellery ~135,000 years ago

• Fire ~125,000 years ago

• Formal Language ~100,000 years ago

• Oldest art on red ochre ~100,000 years ago

• Oldest man-made bed ~77,000 years ago 

• Made traps to catch small animals ~70,000 years ago

• Migration including travel by sea ~100,000 – 70,000 years ago
11 12

A map shows human migration routes beginning about 100,000 years ago, based on mitochondrial (yellow) and 

Y-chromosome (blue) DNA evidence collected by the National Geographic Society's Genographic Project and 

other sources. (National Geographic News Oct 28, 2010)
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Humans developments after migration
Humans spread to Africa, Asia and Europe before they became 

behaviourally modern.

• Cave art  and music (~40,000 years ago) in Spain, Germany and 

Africa

• Female figurines (~35,000 year ago) in Germany

• Invention of pottery (~20,000 years ago) in China

• Earliest records of constellations (~15,000 years ago) in France

• Farming  and animal domestication (10,000 years  ago) in Central 

Asia

• Writing (8,000 years ago) in West Asia

• Metallurgy  (7,000 years ago) starting in central Asia

• Wheel and related technologies (7,000 years ago) Mesopotamia

Both these phases had  certain build up to these qualitative changes. 
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4.5 billion                            3 billion                                                0.25 billion   0.60 billion 0.06 billion

Birth of Earth                    Life on Earth                                           Dinosaurs      Human   H Sapians

1 million                                                             0.5 million                                            0.2 million
Homo Sapiens on Earth                                  Flaked tools                Anatomically  Modern humans

2 lakh                     1.35 lakh 1.25 lakh                1 lakh               0.77 lakh   0.7 lakh           0.6 lakh   
Modern human         Jewellery       Fire                  Language, art        Making beds   Animal traps      Migration

50 k years            40 k                35 k                                      20 k                                  10 k  8 k    7 k       
Behaviourally          Cave                 Female                                        Pottery                            Farming   Writing    Metal  
modern man              art                  figurine

Time Evolution of Human Exploration of Nature

BILLIONS (= 1,000 MILLION) OF YEARS 

MILLIONS (= 10 LAKH) OF YEARS 

LAKHS (= 100 THOUSAND) OF YEARS 

TENS OF THOUSANDS OF YEARS

÷ 1000

÷ 100

÷10
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Early sciences

We start our discussions relatively late in human history. 

• The development of :
– hunting techniques

– Migration including travel by sea

– Farming

– Wheel and related technologies

– Fire 

– Language

– Metallurgy  (up to iron but not up utilitarian silicon!)

– A social structure including social hierarchy 

Mark important land marks in Human history. While it affects are 
obvious, its relation to the intellectual growth of human race remains 
unclear. 

We begin our story after this.
16

Historical Perspective

Evolution of science

• All cultures and civilisations have tried to understand the working of 

nature. 

• After originally being confused by its complexity, they call on Mother 

Earth and Father Sky, eventually evolving  more complex religions.

• As the society evolves, the logical simplicity of nature becomes 

evident and then formal studies begin. 

• They start with an ad hoc approach followed by a more empirical 

approach which then leads to the current axiomatic approach to 

understanding nature.

• But the contribution of each of these to the next step is crucial.
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 Making logic as a way of thinking: Moving it from abstract algebra 

and geometry to the real life problems. 

[THIS HAPPENED LARGELY IN INDIA-CHINA. IT WAS TRANSFERRED TO

THE EUROPEANS BY THE ARABS IN THE 17TH CENTURY. HOWEVER THE

WEST’S AXIOMATIC APPROACH TO THIS KNOWLEDGE PRODUCED SOME

NEW INSIGHTS AND TECHNOLOGIES.]

 India can claim the following:

 First formal constitution in the world (Mahabharata)

 First textbook of science (Vaisheshika)

 First exhaustive planning of a civilisation (not just city states) 

(Harappan Civilisation)

 First formal documentation of Commerce, economics, politics etc. 

(Chankya)

(But a lot of other claims are pure nonsense)

 However, when post industrialisation sciences are claimed to have 

been anticipated, it becomes an impossible thesis to defend.
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Other developments

 Zero and location based number system: Its fundamental 

importance in simplifying counting, making it logical and 

allowing wider participation in development of arithmetic.

 Classical mechanics: First bridge between laboratory or 

terrestrial physics and heavens - extending  the borders of 

the knowable. We know now that the Sun will rise 

tomorrow! Importance of mathematical representation.

19 20

The word “Oscillates”describes the system but does little more. However, writing:

Importance of mathematical formulation

x
dt

xd


2

2

• This is a mathematician’s word for ‘oscillates’ – literally, what it says is that when 

an object is displaced from its resting position, the farther away it gets, more 

forcefully it will try to come back to its true position – this happens in a large variety 

of cases.

• Tells us that only the length of string and a heavy pendulum is all that counts. It 

allows you to compare springs, pendulums and crystals etc.

• Mathematical Description leads to generalisation and application.

21

*  Periodic table: Reduction of a large variety of Nature into a 

small number of fundamental blocks.

* Origin of species: Making the intractable variety of life into a 

tractable structure and realisation of randomness.

* Electromagnetism: It’s application and intricacies forced an 

unprecedented amount of mathematical development as well as 

application. First completely ‘abstract’ physics -prediction of 

nature’s behaviour on the basis of mathematics rather than 

explanation.
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Maxwell’s Equations and combining 

unrelated phenomena (reductionism)

 . E = r/e0

 X E = -dB/dt

 . B = 0

c2  X B = d E/dt + j /e0

These four equations 

contain the complete 

classical theory of the 

electromagnetic fields 

which form the basis of all 

communication.

Similarly, relation between physics of 

heat and mechanics together produced 

Thermodynamics
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•Energy generation, control and distribution: True 

centralisation of civic structure, not only in administration but 

also in services.  Produced higher level of social organisation and 

allowed society to take up more complex tasks, such as education, 

arts and research by centralisation. 

CAPACITY TO ILLUMINATE ANY LARGE AREA GIVES A 

SENSE OF POWER AND CONTROL.

* Separating mind from brain: Bringing chemistry inside 

human brain and simultaneously defining the limits of physical 

science in our understanding of human activity - behavioural 

science.   

24

• Rationality and its impact: Removal of superstitions 

from witch burning to ritualistic lifestyle and first 

serious challenge to religion based social order. 

• Printing: Dissemination of information and removal of 

proprietary right on knowledge.

• Locomotion: Mechanised travel and long distance 

interaction

• Automation and progress: Increased automation meant 

an increase in the human capacity to undertake complex 

tasks – even if it is war
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Specific impact of 

modern science

20th Century’s contribution to Science

• Quantum, relativistic mechanics and particle physics

1. Counter intuitive nature of fundamental science – Schrodinger’s 

cat, mixing of process and its observation – intrinsic uncertainty 

of science.

2. Mixing time and space

3. Time arrow: the statistical (entropy) definition of time arrow.

• Astronomy and Space sciences

1. Study of the truly unreachable. 

2. Realisation of the uniqueness of the Earth and delicate nature of 

Life.

3. Technological tool:  for communication and travel, Global 

Positioning System.
26

• Material science and its technological implications

1. Miniaturisation

2. Sand and fine particle physics

3. Nano Physics and nano-engineering

• Nuclear Physics

1. It’s constructive power

2. It’s destructive power

3. It’s sense of Power and relevance to politics…...
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* Computers and Internet:

1. Incomprehensible speed for information handling and skills in number 

manipulation.

2. A new concept of information and binary digits.

3. Changing the definition of knowledge and information.

4. Unimaginable increase in what can be done – Society progresses by 

automating tasks.

5. Redefinition of distance: Transferring information via US is easier and 

faster to physically move it within a building.

6. Ever changing medium of working and its technological consequences.

7. There are countries where access to internet is considered Fundamental 

Right of a Citizen.

8. Simulations and the power of approximation in understanding nature.

29

1.  Bringing the landscape into perspective. 

2 . Bringing human existence into perspective.

3 . Highlighting the fragility of humans.

4. Highlighting the fragility of the Earth.

* Impact of Geology, palaeontology and related fields:

* Impact of Chemistry:
1. Power storage and retrieval systems.

2. New Diagnostic tools.

3. New chemicals. 

4. New medicines.

5. Nano-science, buckfullarenes.

6. The uniqueness of water…...
30

1. Study of similarity and variation in nature.

2. Understanding the working of biological systems and 

complexity of life.

3. Growth from single celled  to multi-cellular organism. 

4. Natural  selection, sexual and a sexual reproduction.

5. New methods of handling biological problems: diseases, new 

life forms, targeted solutions for health and growth etc…….

* Impact of biology and related fields:
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1. Chemical basis of the basic engineering of life.

2. Commonality and elegance of living system and its dynamism.

3. Recognising similarity and variety in life - Chimpanzees are more 

than 90% similar to humans! 

4. Chemical processes of life and their implementation

5. Human Genome Project

6. Stem cells – their versatility and their implications - their ability to 

regenerate life – and new techniques of creating stem cells

7. Understanding & possible control of genetic diseases.

8. Use of living beings as factories.

9. Three parent reproduction.

10. Cloning: New information on nature - nurture arguments…

* Genetics and related topics:

32

The nature – nurture argument

33 34

Understanding human sexuality -1 

• Males of an animal species have no biological way of knowing that 

their genes (sperms) have reproduced. 

• Their best strategy therefore is to spread their genes as far and wide 

as possible in the hope that some will re-produce!

• This uncertainty results in violence and aggression, and plays a havoc 

on life in general.

• This results in simultaneous worship (for accepting his sperm) and 

abuse (due to fear that she may accept some one else’s sperms.

• Polygamy and monogamy both arise from this!

• Some very interesting arguments about Human Sexuality from the 

point of view of science….

35

Understanding Human Sexuality - 2

• Differences in male and female response: Women tend to be 

monogamous, men tend to be polygamous.

• Biology of sexual reproduction - primary and secondary characteristics –

cooperation and competition

• Sociology of sexual reproduction - burkha (purdah), sati and     

circumcision. 

• Recreational sex: its uselessness for procreation and reproductive 

aggression gone wild.

• Linguistic skills, life expectancy and its reversal between mammals and 

lower species.

• Only in Humans the females try to attract mate, in all other animals the 

males have to convince the females. 

• Its interference in design of behavioural science experiments.

Arguments of “Social Genes” and “biological Genes”
36

1. Human brain design requirements. 

2. Understanding beauty and body symmetry.

3. Understanding sleep.

4. Human senses and interpretation – inverted images and phantom 

limbs.

5. Its powers in image processing and storage (direct and associated). 

Its limitations in digital data handling. 

6. Emotional and intellectual intelligence.

7. Instincts  for survival and intellect to adapt and evolve -what is 

intellect today will be instinct tomorrow - society evolves by 

automating tasks.

Understanding human comprehension- 1
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Understanding human comprehension- 2

1. Comprehension, ad hoc formulations & iterative approach to reality. 

2. Comprehension by senses and feedback systems.

3. Information handling and rate of comprehension.

4. Obsessive compulsive behaviour and love.

5. Imagination and extension of human beings.

6. The strangeness of brain:

1. Its ability to select nutrition and its release and use

2. Speed of data collection and risk analysis

3. Inspiration, sleep and the right brain

4. Blood brain barrier

5. Sleep for cleaning the brain, handling memory, repairing body 

6. The selfish brain

7. Delayed development of human babies.

8. Connection between stomach (bacteria) and brain.

Understanding human behaviour
• Its optimised wiring and lack of scope for expansion. Are we as 

intelligent as a living being can be?

• Habits and parallel processing.

• Prisoner’s dilemma and rules of human interaction

• Humour:

– Expression of superiority. 

– Self-derision. 

– Cross association of information. 

– Reaffirmation of faith.

• Extrapolation of thought and prediction of behaviour: Theory of mind

• Altruism and group survival.

• Distant genes and group behaviour of envy and scorn as tools for 

group survival.

38
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Human imagination and irrationality

40
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Studies of other life forms – 1
“The difference in mind between man and the higher animals … is one of degree and 

not kind.” Charles Darwin in The Descent of Man

1. Cockroaches (and ants) – the most successful species

2. Dolphins – recreational, rape, conquest, gang warfare - probably 
the second most intelligent beings.

3. Homosexuality and infanticide.

4. Monkeys – lies, deceptions and other evils – ability for learning, 
experimentation, development of tools: education

5. Octopus – a fundamentally different design of life forms – the 
most evolved of non-mammalian aquatic animals

6. Bats – Their social support system for the weak

42

Studies of other life forms - 2

1. Ants – Their fantastic architectural achievements.

2. Crows and counting

3. Evolutionary Solutions and their convergence. Similar solutions to 
similar problems of environment

1. Flight of insects, birds and mammals (bats/flying squirrles etc) 

2. Camera eye of cephalopods (e.g., squid), vertebrates (e.g., mammals) and 
cnidaria (e.g., box jellies)

3. Failures are: no gills in swimming mammals, no body warming systems in 
some lizards etc. 

4. Self awareness and intelligence.

5. Higher intelligence is not necessarily a better survival strategy! 
Fast running cheetahs, octopuses and cockroaches
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Impact of foreseeable science

Some discoveries round the corner: 
• Search for other habitable planets.

• Environmental Science, predicting and managing change.

• Ultra-fast information processing on time scales of 10-12 s.

• Understanding events as they happen on timescales of 10-16 s.

• Genetically transmitted traits, illnesses and personality profiles.

• Cognition, comprehension and related issues.

• Miniaturized farming.

• Light as slow speed.

• Nano-sciences and nano-technologies

44

Great Unknowns

• Nature of brain’s control on physical problems.

• Meteor impact.

• Continental drifts, green house effects.

• Artificial intelligence, computer simulation of intelligence.

• Genetically modified materials and people.

• Quantum Mechanics and thinking process.
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Extrasensory perception and telepathy.

Thought, Intuition and learning.

Physical basis of consciousness or self-awareness.

Nature of control that instinct exercises on  thought.

NOT ASTROLOGY since TIME and EVENTS do not move in a 

deterministic way

Science remains a field where prediction, testing and explanation 

are important. 

Science accepts new ideas if they are either an extension of current 

ideas or are experimentally provable – astrology satisfied none of 

these conditions …

Subjects that are on the fringe of science at present

46
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• Science and it twin, technology has given us 

unprecedented wealth, power, technology and an 

ability to change the environment as well as the 

future of this planet.

• Do we understand the power and responsibility that 

this gives us?

• We will talk of two issues:

– How (in)sensitive we have been to the impact of our 

existence on the Earth

– How we have used this to organise ourselves

48
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Total Dependence on Science 

and its problems

50
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Science and the sense of power

52
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Large scale alteration of environment

• Changes in the geosphere by mining

• Changes in the biosphere by destroying habitats

• Changes to environment by pollution:

– Addition of poisonous gases and fertilizers 

– Addition of environment destroying earth protecting gases

– Addition of radio noise in the environment

– Addition of radioactive material in the environment

• Changes in upper atmosphere through ozone destroyers

• Changes in the space through satellites and space debris 

54
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• Technological demand on limited resources- limits to growth and 

unnatural changes in the environment.

• Cultural invasion by economically and militarily powerful.

• Communication and over information – our computers know more 

than we do!

• Accelerated pace of development…...

• Population birth, death and pains of existence-artificially  

extended life spans. For the first time in the history of earth, 

we have more old people than young!

Most of the time, Technology seems to be busy trying to solve 

problems it itself has created!

56

 Limits of logic: instinct, irrationality and limits of understanding. 
(dehumanising of humans)

 Problems of science as a substitute for religion - it’s inability to  
provide a place for solace.

 Excessive importance of individual initiative.

 Lack of individual identity: feeling of being just a peg of a huge

machine resulting in a sense of up rootedness and revival of religion

in the rationalistic, non-individualistic world for the sake of individual

identity…...

 Unreliability of industry as self-monitors e.g. problems with   tobacco 
and pollution

More subtle effects

57 58

Democracy as a solution 

and its consequences

59

*Advantages

1. Gives individuals a sense of identity and importance.

2. Leaders are forced to work with consensus in the society thus 

preventing excesses of unreasonable leadership.

3. Prevents society from taking extreme steps

4. Protects society from overbearing or corrupt leaders.

5. Protects society against painful experiences such as excessive   

inflation.

6. Ensures a gradual growth and control against misadventures.

7. Allows a degree of dynamism in the society that is vital for  

progress…..
60

1. Complete individual freedom without moral constraints.

2. Clash of need for social stability and individual identity –

violence and assertion of individual identity.

3. Market economics - materialism and glorification selfishness and 

greed - making virtue of aggressive behaviour.

4. Brutalisation of individuals and society - reduced sensitivity to 

suffering and increased indifference.

5. Underprivileged need to be supported since if they don’t have 

any stake in the stability of society, they have no incentive to 

maintain security...

Continued…

* Problems
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5. Damage to social structure - break-up of family unit. Latchkey    

kids and their moral dilemma.

6. Breakdown of social stability - tyranny of majority over minorities 

and militant assertion of rights.

7. Short term and varying experiments on social engineering from 

fanciful and non-committed individual social reformers, its 

dangers, large scale disruptions and limits of democracy.

8. Increased tendency for isolation and separation. 

9. Other consequences: Electoral system and endemic corruption

10. MOST importantly, fall back on former identities, religious 

revivalism and rise of irrationality! …...

In some sense, we are much less civilized today than we 

were, a few generations ago.
62

Problems for society with over reliance on science 

to organise the society 

• Fast pace of development means that to be old also 

means being obsolete.

• Excessive faith in individual freedom leads to break 

down of family units and social structure.

• Acceptance on greed leads to de-sensitisation of 

individuals…....

63 64

65 66

With the increasing population and demands for 

better living conditions, only science based society 

can provide the resources to meet the demands of 

the society.

It is therefore essential that we embrace the 

technological revolution while minimizing its side 

effects ...

So? (why bother you with these matters?)
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Denying science is NOT a solution

As the country expands we will need:
a) Technologically educated professionals.

b) Scientifically literate community since otherwise “any science, 

sufficiently advanced is indistinguishable from Magic” - and to 

fall for seduction of magic is to doom your life..

c) Identification of new leaders with deep insight on the working of 

the society as well as powers and limitations of technology, who 

can guide the society in future…...

68

Problems specific to 

India’s coming generations

69

Problems for India

• Our society has been organised essentially on denying 

individual freedom for the good of the society.

• Stability and respect for elders has been the watch

word of our Civilisation. 

However, industrial civilisations have RISEN by denying 

these two and over emphasising  individual freedom …..

Issues that are beginning to emerge

• The centre of gravity in families is moving towards 

younger age with differential salary structure.

• The older age is living longer and apparently 

becoming less relevant than ever before.

70
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There is therefore a clearly emerging trends of 

conflicts, as old gives way to the new.

Western experience has shown, industrial civilisation is 

NOT an unqualified success and can be very disruptive 

and often make very bad long term choices.

The education system of  tomorrow will have to educate 

the coming generation to manage this conflict….... 

72

Demands for tomorrow
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* General requirements:
1. Finding a way for sustainable growth with renewable 

resources.

2. Finding an equilibrium between needs of science and 

social stability.

3. Protecting society from harmful experiments and yet 

keeping  the necessary dynamism to handle problems of 

the success of human race in survival have 

generated…....
Continued…

Challenge to Indians for defining a social structure:

Specific expectations from the most stable society with 

longest continuous history.

74

4. finding an equilibrium between selfishness and charity. 

5. finding a self-supporting social structure so that 

funding for the less fortunate comes from charity that is 

self-sustaining.

6. bringing cultural homogeneity while keeping diversity 

and dynamism - making the invasion by the dominant 

culture less damaging.

These problems are so daunting that many civilisations 

have opted for solutions that are clearly unworkable….

75

Some solutions and their problems
General Description

• To simply banish the old (to restart building the civilisation from 

scratch with obvious problems) e.g. Soviet Union

• To deny Future: to insist that it be the same as past which is

not practicable e.g. Iran until recently

• To take refuge in religion: to insist that only those activities

sanctioned by religion be allowed which leads to several

problems…...

• To deny science (but this is not practicable) e.g. Afghanistan

76

Religion is often suggested as a solution and science is considered to be 

against religion. Science is considered aggressive, arrogant and violent 

while religion is considered peace giving.

Also, while science has provided powerful weapons, the root cause of 

violence is the desire to dominate - most violence has been in the name 

of religion or greed of the powerful.

However, this is not true. Most scientists are greatly appreciative of the 

logic and elegance of Nature.

At the same time, there is no denying the power of religion.

Religion has been the base of organising civilisations from 

times immemorial and there is much that can be said in favour 

of the moral system it provides.

77

Structure of Religion

All Great Religions have two parts:

a) A sublime one whose meditation brings peace and faith and is very 

similar in all religions and is environmentally, psychologically and 

biologically, very scientific in approach.

b) A mundane operational part designed to improve the working of 

the social structure in which the religion took roots.

It is often difficult to distinguish between the two…..

78

Application of religion to dictate social norms

• Any religion based solution must exclusively concentrate on 

the sublime.

• Blind application of the mundane amounts to a cure worse 

than the disease.

• In a multicultural, multilingual, multi-religious society this 

can sow seeds of discord which can destroy the society. 

• India has NEVER been a single religion society.

• India itself is an undefined entity.
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History and human race - 1

• At one level, it is a narrative of people and their wars. 

• At another level, it defines what values people hold dear. 

• It also records how much sacrifice was made in the past to preserve 

these values. 

• There are records of their own cultural changes that were induced by 

circumstances and the ones that outsiders introduced.

• Implicit within this is the record of the psyche of the early leaders and 

the manner in which they solved their problems of survival.

• In this record there are roots of the cultural or broadly agreed value 

systems dear to a culture. 

• But history is changed more often than any other discipline of human 

learning..

79

Calvin on History

80

History and human race - 2

• History is a human construct and hence liable to change, errors, 

exaggeration, manipulation and reinterpretation and be vulnerable to 

false memories and idealistic additions and interpretations. 

• History has been used to colour people’s opinions, to create wars, to 

distract people from their problems and to dehumanise humans more 

frequently than it has been used to unite people. 

• In the history of all nations there is inevitably a glorious golden period 

where everything was perfect. 

• Inevitably this golden period ended for the fault of others. 

• Only the most careful of readers of history will see the inevitability of 

cycles of rise and fall of civilisations.

81

History and human race - 3

• Any new leaders taking reigns of a kingdom will first target the 

history to make it appear that they are the final, most refined product 

of a glorious history of their people and that blind faith in these 

leaders is necessary and sufficient to regain the glory.

• Some rulers have even tried to negate history in what they call the 

‘new world order’ in which only the present is all that should matter. 

• History is full of records of failures of such efforts over a longer time 

period. 

• History has to be used carefully and with diligence. If used well, it is a 

remarkably powerful force.

82

Indian and history

• India is impossible to define – the so called Bharatawarsh did not 

cover the landmass of present day India.

• Present day India is a British construct.

• In the past, either the rulers of Delhi ruled far greater landmass or 

much smaller landmass and most did not penetrate south of the 

Vindhyas – not even Rama.

• ‘Hinduism’ is even more tricky – all religious practices followed by 

people living east of Sindu are called Hinduism.

• It is an extremely heterogeneous idea. 

• Even within this, the Vedic Hinduism is fundamentally different from 

the present day practices. 
83 84

Model Requirements

A religion independent common code of ethics that is 

implemented by moral pressure rather than law, that 

incorporates

• Sublime aspects of religions.

• Dynamism to freely explore and develop individuals.

• Charity as a natural activity.

• Ensures that the wisdom and experiences of elders and of the past 

are not lost.

• We must also not forget the lessons of history.
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India’s record so far

•Indian Civilization has shown its appreciation of applying the sublime 

and letting the mundane evolve locally. 

• India’s is the only civilization that is trying to create wealth without

resorting to slave labour.

• In recent times, the country has steadfastly refused to let a religion 

dominate the government. 

• This has been achieved over a period of ten years of soul searching 

since the destruction of  Babri Masjid brought this issue to the central 

stage of India.

• Recent problems in UP show that temptations amongst the politicians 

and anxieties amongst general public remain.

• Unfortunately this wisdom is under test with BJP and Central 

Government playing a duel game.

86

a) Sullen indifference to politicians with desire to exploit    

differences than build on common grounds.

b)  Refusal to be aroused by religious passions.

c)  Avoidance of misused religious events: e.g. Ganpati

Festival.

d)  Marginalization of partisan politicians unless they     

fundamentally altered their attitude to religion and politics.

e)  A collective refusal to impose the will of the “majority” on 

“minority”…...

Expression of common consciousness came through:

• This has been possible due to an intrinsic understanding of 

religion.

• It has been brought about, not by the victims but by those 

who were instigated to impose their will. 

• The ultimate validation of Collective and National 

Conscience.

• This collective wisdom is accumulated through language, 

literature, idioms, value systems  etc.

• Contrast with events in Europe e.g. former Yugoslavia.

• YET INSTANCES LIKE GUJARAT  AND UP MAKE US REALISE 

THAT WE  NEED TO BE ETERNALLY VIGILANT

87

The great debates of 21st century

• India has been trying to project itself as a Soft Power (as 

against military or industrial power) – Even our National 

Anthem is more pacifistic compared to the National Song.

• We would like to be known and respected for its our 

strengths: –

– Humanistic approach to life, 

– Deep sense of fair play, 

– Capacity for creative ideas and solutions 

– Patient and gently persuasive approach to international relations

• Our education needs to equip our future generations and 

convey this idea to them in a comprehensive manner.
88

The great debate of this decade
• India has gone through 2 major debates on economy in last 20 years. 

• The first one, in 1991, forced us to mortgage our gold for economic recovery.

• The second one is on now with plans to expand our economy in a major way.

• The GREAT question is, “Is the economic growth of the past decades reaching the 

needy?”. The issues are:

– Support for those left out from the 20 year long great economic boom of 1990’s.

– Food security and Health care

– Democracy, development and ecology (which is looked upon as local sacrifice for global 

good and free market) 

– Affordable education

– Need for indigenous research

– Relative importance of rural against urban development

• The new Government of India seems to have returned to the path of free market 

economy. While this helps those with resources, it certainly leaves the vulnerable. It 

also puts environment under strain.

• THE QUESTIONS GO TO THE CORE OF HUMAN CIVILISATION AND THE DEBATE WILL

HAVE FAR REACHING CONSEQUENCES ALL OVER THE WORLD. 89

Other debates

• In parallel several other debates are going on.

– One is on religion, its role in life and governance.

– One more on how autocratic the Central Government 

should be.

– Second is on language, and local cultural identity.

– Another one is on science, modernity and tradition.

– Another one is on India, Indian Ocean and world power.

– India and its role in other nations’ development – from 

west Asia to South East Asia.

90
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The China obsession  

• China is NOT a democracy.

• There is no right to property in China.

• There is no free press in China which means there is no pressure on 

the government to answer criticism

• Examples:

– Disaster in space programme

– Clearing property

– Environmental degradation

– Corruption

– Inflation

– One child policy etc… 

91 92

For teachers the demands 

from the coming generation 

are very severe 

93

Nature of education is changing 

• Children are 

– More aggressive

– Better informed

– Less educated

– Less cultured

– More demanding

• Also, being young adolescents is not easy at all:

– They behave like children but like to be treated as adults

– They are also sexually maturing with all kinds of changes which 

are difficult to handle.

94

95 96
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Teachers are therefore being forced to 

take up an additional role as 

ROLE MODELS

for students

As various sectors of the society become more 

and more self absorbed, there is no one to 

‘educate’ the children in proper value system

Demands on teachers today

• Teachers today are required to be:

– Learned in terms of general wisdom

– Tolerant

– Honest and seen to be so

– Consistent

– Disciplinarian 

– Fair and friendly

– Provide a far better role model than the tuition or coaching class 

teacher.

– Educated and well informed about the subject matter and all 

related issues and be able to communicate it properly.

98
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What Children learn in real life!

Education is what remains when all that is learnt 

is forgotten!
100

Panchatantra arose precisely from the need to educate such children some 2300 years ago!

So the problem is not new but now it is URGENT.

101

Requirements of Reforms

Overall our education system in Major Centres has
performed admirably well and is amongst the finest in
the World…

However:
a) a more holistic approach needs to be taken by teachers and 

educators. 

b) reach of quality education has to be extended to a larger group.

c) further improvement in increasing the information content and 
communication are needed to make education cheaper and 
therefore available to a wider group.

Too much of informality in education is also bad for students….

Education from Children’s perspective

102
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104

105

Specific needs of education of tomorrow

• Enthusing children in learning.

• Making education children centric while not compromising on quality 

of retention of knowledge.

• Making education versatile in terms of making students appreciate 

technology and the vastness of human learning and expression.

• Making Education universal. 

• Making Democracy universal.

• Producing scientifically and culturally literate and well-adjusted 

children with a proper value system.

• Teach children to think for themselves.

• Sensitising children to the upcoming problems…

Needs for teachers

• Teachers need to:

– Assert themselves and their authority.

– Have freedom to make fine changes in the syllabus or teaching

– Need continuing education programmes.

– Need to be able to challenge the students with higher levels of 

discourse.

– Work with students for their underlying issues and questions 

beyond subject matter.

– Often, why (and how) a question was asked is more important 

than what was asked.

• All in all teachers today need to be more sensitive to 

students than ever before. 
106

Role of teachers of tomorrow
With parents and students committed to cramming at Coaching Classes, 

the role of educational institutions is changing. 

• Helping students explore possibilities in life. 

• Giving students a confidence that they can study and learn anything. 

• Teaching them to be critical, listen to everything but then make up 

your own mind. 

• Teaching about their past, why it needs to be studied and how our 

roots define who we are.

• Teaching them to transcend their life’s limitation.

• Explain to them that there are no short cuts to life.

• Talk to them that there will be successes and failures in life. 

• Tell them that success itself is a self-measure.

• Teach them value system. 
107 108

Needs for tomorrow for the nation

* Coming generations will need:

• A deep understanding of science and technology.

• A good understanding of literature and fine arts as an 

expression of human feelings which must be taken into 

account in any direction given to the society…...

• For example the word for freedom from outside rule, is:

• In English:  independence (dependence on no one)

• In Hindi: Swatantra (Self dependence) 
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Problems we are leaving them with - I

1. Handing over to them the technology we did not have the 

wisdom to use well or test properly, and with exponential 

growth in such technology.

2. A Society under the stress of transition, that seems to 

thrive on division rather than unification at all levels –

from family, to states.

3. Environmental changes the like of which we have never 

seen before and that has put our existence into under cloud.

109

Problems we are leaving them with - II

4. Population explosion with more old people than young.

5. An economic borrowing from the future that they will have 

to pay for, using residues of the resources we have 

plundered.

6. A political system that has plenty of problems from 

endemic corruption to divisive and increasingly 

acrimonious in nature

The coming generation will need all its wisdom to command 

and overcome these problems.

110
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We must leave some room for 

this also…..

112

Conclusions
The coming generation will need to understand

• Science and technologies

• Religions,

• Literature,

• History & wisdom of the ancients,

• Human nature,

• Dynamics and diversity of India.

so that they can set up a social structure that optimises

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT for the betterment of all and

creates new paths to take the civilisation forward.

• The solution certainly cannot come from an 

individual leader or a small group. The problem is 

too large for it. 

• It will emerge from the collective consciousness of a 

WELL EDUCATED AND LEARNED country

• THE WORLD WILL JUDGE US BY OUR WISDOM IN

SOLVING THIS PROBLEM

113

If we fail, this is what we will 

have to do:

114
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115

Thank you

116

I should have stopped long long back 


